Honda dazzler

Many people including us often complained about the boring looks of Unicorn. To get rid of this
issue and to make this brand more prominent in its segment, Honda has launched the new
variant of Unicorn named Unicorn Dazzler. Does this bike justify its name? Honda has certainly
made big changes in this department but most of them are not new. The bike resembles a lot to
its much cheaper sibling, Twister. May be the warm reception of Twister has prompted Honda to
opt for its design for the new Dazzler. The front cowl and headlight of this bike has high level of
resemblance with Twister. The only possible difference that you can figure out is the more edgy
character added to this bike. The same raised mud guard has already featured in Hero Hunk and
the clear lens indicators and black coloured rear view mirrors also look familiar. The V shaped
side cowl features 3D Honda logo and sporty graphics on it in the Deluxe variant. One can also
notice its black painted alloy wheels, engine and muffler with a heat shield on it. The side panels
are relatively big in size. The bike features a fatty upraised fuel tank which adds macho
character to this bike. At the back you can notice a wider rear tyre with a new disc brake and a
new tail light and rear fender. The bike looks more appealing now when seen from the back.
After seven years, finally Unicorn gets a digital speedometer. There is a combined analogue
digital instrument console in Dazzler. The blue coloured LCD features digital speedometer, fuel
gauge, trip meter and odometer. Other than these, it has an analogue tachometer and other
indicators in this instrument console. The same cc engine of Unicorn is equipped in the new
Dazzler with slight alterations. This air-cooled, 4-stroke engine now generates a power output of
14 bhp at rpm. Its The five speed manual gearbox with one gear down and four gears up-shift
pattern of Unicorn is also doing duty in the Dazzler. Things just get better in this department
with improved power output. Dazzler has lost some weight in comparison to regular Unicorn
and that helps it to achieve an impressive power to weight ratio. This engine is now tuned to be
rev harder than before as the power and torque delivery are delayed by rpmrpm. You can also
notice the change in its gear ratios which feel a bit taller than before. However the delayed
arrival of torque is evident in city traffic but that gets covered by its linear power delivery. The
refinement level is best enjoyed at high rpms especially after rpm. You will miss the
responsiveness of Unicorn in bigger gears at slow speeds but once pass rpm, its throttle
response adds sporty feel to this bike. Regular Unicorn and new Dazzler both has almost similar
fuel efficiency. The new bike may return you a mileage of around kmpl in city conditions while
its taller gear ratios help it to deliver a fuel efficiency of around kmpl on highways. CB Unicorn
Dazzler is a bit shorter than Unicorn in length but that doesn't make much difference as their
width is almost the same. Its stepped seat offers you proper comfort with its new compact
handlebar which can be gripped firmly. There is hardly any difference in its foot-pegs and these
are still not as sporty as you expect but you get a more convenient grip of this bike with your
knees due to its upraised tank. There is almost no storage space in this bike. Safety features
like front leg guard and rear saree guard are not standard parts of this bike. However it features
a rear disc brake which ensures you safety while driving. Honda CB Unicorn Dazzler sports
three step adjustable rear mono shock absorber and hydraulic telescopic front forks in its
suspension system. Honda offers this bike with disc brakes on its both wheels. The standard
braking system of Dazzler sports disc brake of mm at its back while it has a bigger disc brake of
mm at its front. There are certain factors which have contributed to its less comfortable ride and
handling. The bike surely feels lighter in city traffic in terms of handling but lacks the
unmatchable stability offered by regular Unicorn. Honda has cut down its wheelbase and
ground clearance to mm and mm respectively which has adversely affected this bike. Moreover
the wheel size has also been reduced to 17 inches which feels unable to hold the bike properly
around sharp turns. The suspension quality is acceptable but the bike lacks the confidence at
high speeds and finds it hard to stay grounded. Honda CB Unicorn Dazzler is priced at Its high
resemblance to its cheaper sibling and inferior ride quality doesn't justify its pricing and hence
we feel Honda has overpriced this bike. It would have been a complete value for money bike
only if it had an economical price tag. Hi I have this bike from past 2 yrs Best Features:
Speedometer front look tank design n pick up are awesome mileage. Pros: Stylish looks,
comfortable riding, cbs brake system, speedometer. Best Features: Seating comfort,
Smoothness when handling the Zigzag turns in city, braking. Toggle navigation Toggle
navigation Toggle navigation. Honda CB Unicorn Dazzler. Check EMI. Price List Dealers.
Comments Images. Agree Disagree. Available Honda Activa. Honda Aviator. Honda CB Shine.
Honda CB Unicorn. Honda CBR. Honda CBR Honda CD Dream. Honda CLIQ. Honda CRF. Honda
Dio. Honda Dream Neo. Honda Dream Yuga. Honda Gold Wing. Honda Grazia. Honda Highness.
Honda Hornet. Honda Livo. Honda Navi. Honda Shine. Honda SP Honda Unicorn. Honda XBlade.
Honda ADV. Honda CB Honda CBF. Honda CBX. Honda CBRR. Honda Forza. Honda Grom.
Honda Interceptor. Honda Lead. Honda MSX. Honda NC. Honda NXR. Honda PCX. Honda RC.
Honda Rebel. Honda Scoopy. Honda SFA. Honda XRE. It comes with a 5-speed gearbox and

claims a top speed of kmph. The seat height of the bike is mm while it carries a 12 liter fuel tank.
It was discontinued because of low sales as people preferred buying naked street fighters at a
very small price margin. The recent competitor that took over whole of the segment is Bajaj V
Overview Many people including us often complained about the boring looks of Unicorn. Design
and Style Honda has certainly made big changes in this department but most of them are not
new. Honda Unicorn BS6 Views. Suzuki Gixxer Views. Bajaj Pulsar NS Views. Value For Money.
Customer Service. A decent biking experience for city and NH riding. Honda CB Unicorn Dazzler
is a discontinued A number of new concept bikes and cars were showcased in Delhi Auto Expo
and the interesting out come of the show was several commercial launches took place
afterwards. Now Honda has come up with sportier version of concept sports bike Unicorn,
which was displayed at the same Auto Expo. This concept bike, Honda CB Dazzler , has both
side disc brakes, digital speedometer and new cosmetic. Nevertheless, Honda CB Dazzler is
sporting rest of the things very much same. As the Unicorn is the first and flagship model of the
company, Honda uses to relaunch it with various changes at times. Recently Honda re-launched
the Unicorn with 'CB' prefix. It is to be mentioned that Honda CB Twister has been launched
recently and received unexpected response from bike lovers in India. It sports 4 stroke, air
cooled, single cylinder, SI powerplant with a The engine of Honda CB Dazzler produces a top
power of 14 bhp at 8, rpm and churns out a maximum torque value of 1. The sportier bike uses
constant mesh 5 speed transmission which ensure quicker response. Fuel tank capacity of the
bike is 12 litres. The biggest change in Honda CB Dazzler is disc brakes at both tyres that make
it more sportier. Till date, no bike in this segment has both side disc brakes. Apart from it,
Honda CB Dazzler is equipped with latest suspension system. The machine has telescopic type
front suspension and mono suspension at rear side, 3 step adjustable, that enhances comfort
level and chassis balance. Moreover, Honda CB Dazzler comes in dual tone seat. This time,
Honda CB Dazzler has longer tank shrouds than its base model. In addition, the tail side view
becomes more appealing with sharp tail cowl. Honda CB Dazzler looks more bolder and
massive than its base model, Unicorn. It's overall length is mm, width mm and height is mm.
Honda CB Dazzler has mm of wheelbase that ensure better handling by providing it a solid grip
on road. The ground clearance of the bike is mm. It has kerb weight of kg. It claims good tyre
profile and durability. Honda CB Dazzler comes with 17 inch six spoke alloy wheels plus
tubeless tyres. Now you need not to worry about punctures with these reliable tubes from
Honda. The Honda CB Dazzler has been designed with a new approach and thinking, however,
technically it is very much a Honda Unicorn. As it is a sports variant of the Honda Unicorn, it is
equipped with modern panels and style, this combination seems to break the common design of
commuter bikes in India. The front mask of the Honda CB Dazzler has got the maximum style
quotient which results in an aggressive style of the mask. It has clear headlamp, it comes in
thick glass, Honda calls it screenless mask, instead of wind screen. It is also interesting to see
Honda CB Dazzler front turn indicators. They find their place below the handlebars and above
the side walls of the mask. The much-awaited Honda CB Dazzler is launched with funky console
that is a mix of digital and analogue meters. It has digital speedo and analogue tachometer, the
dashboard has distinct shape in which three cases incorporate. The fuel tank of the Honda CB
Dazzler is lucky enough to get maximum amount of graphics and design, it has 3D emblem of
the company at floating panels. The tank has got air scoops attached that turn in to tank
shrouds as well. The airscoops are assembled for the sake of better air flow towards the
powertrain. The bike doesn't sport kick lever, only kick start. The new offering of Honda is
wrapped in dazzling colour scheme along with dual tone seat. Honda CB Dazzler has been
gifted with body match rear grab rail and side panels. The bike houses a sharp and stylish tail
lamp coupled with sharp tail cowl and rear indicator. The Honda CB Dazzler comes with bright
black silencer and smoked heat shield, both side disc brakes and six spoke alloy wheels give it
required style. Honda CB Dazzler is a sports edition of Honda Unicorn that has more sporty
features rather than common as of commuter bike. However, the engineers of the company
worked hard to provide comfort as well, Honda CB Dazzler has comfortable seat which is longer
and wide too, a body colour rear grab rail is also attached at the rear end of the seat. The Honda
CB Dazzler boasts of maintenance free battery, it becomes a must nowadays in bikes in India. In
the same way, footpegs and footrest will be regular features. Honda CB Dazzler sports latest
suspension system and brakes, the rear racing inspired suspension is mono type that is
claimed to be the finest one in the class. It ensures ultimate comfort level on any kind of road
surface. The digital cum analogue dashboard of the Honda CB Dazzler assists to have a check
on the running status of the bike including speed, fuel consumption etc. Honda CB Dazzler
doesn't sport kick lever but self start facility for style and ease of starting; the kick lever might
be missed when low battery or worse cold weather. The engine outputs a top power of 14 bhp at
8, rpm and torque value of 1. Honda CB Dazzler incorporates a five speed gearbox for smooth

and agile acceleration. It has a fuel tank capacity of 12 litres and the company claims a top
mileage of 60 kmpl. The specification of the engine reads: 4 stroke, single cylinder, air cooled,
SI powered by a The mill configuration must generate a top power of 14 bhp at 8, rpm and
churns out a peak torque valve of 1. Honda CB Dazzler has a top speed of around kmph and
kmph with in 5 seconds. Honda Unicorn engine do have the repute of being the powerful one in
is segment. Honda CB Dazzler is loaded with This proven engine which is also used in Honda
Unicorn belts out a top power of 14 bhp at 8, rpm and pumps out a peak torque of 1. This engine
incorporates five speed gearbox that ensures smooth gear shifting. The gear shifting pattern is
one down four up. The engine which powers Honda CB Dazzler is known for its class leading
fuel economy. Honda CB Dazzler is installed with a new feature viscous air filter that is
assembled in new vehicles of Honda. The Honda Unicorn has proved itself in the market with its
proven powertrain, smooth riding, agile pickup and class leading mileage. Now it is believed
that the same response can be enjoyed by the new offering, Honda CB Dazzler. Honda CB
Dazzler is developed with a large number of advanced features which gives it a upper hand to
Honda Unicorn. These new and advanced features include mono suspension, both side disc
brakes and wider tyres. Honda CB Dazzler features advanced disc brakes, front brake is dia mm
and rear brake is dia mm. Both side disc brakes make sure outstanding braking at any speed
and in any weather condition. As a result handling the bike becomes much easier and it also
instills the rider with confidence. The mm of wheelbase also plays a major role to provide better
handling capability and grip on road, reduce chances of skidding as well. Honda CB Dazzler
ensures wonderful comfort with the help of rear mono suspension. The kerb weight of the bike
is also reduced a bit that allows greater handling and increased mileage. The Honda CB Dazzler
has got advanced designed diamond frame that is rigid. Honda CB Dazzler sports sophisticated
rear suspension and conventional telescopic front fork. The rear shock absorber is racing
inspired mono type which gives ultimate comfort and assists in chassis rigidity. The mono
suspension of the Honda CB Dazzler can be adjusted for three times as per the need for a
particular road surface. This single arm suspension is hard to see from side view, you need to
come at rear side to have a look at it. Read More. Book Appointment - Get Best Price. Two
Wheeler Insurance Online. Apply Personal Loan. Hero Splendor Plus. CB Dazzler vs Splendor
Plus. Bajaj Pulsar Neon. CB Dazzler vs Pulsar Neon. Hero HF Deluxe. Honda Shine. CB Dazzler
vs Shine. Hero Passion Pro. CB Dazzler vs Passion Pro. Braking and Handling Honda CB
Dazzler is developed with a large number of advanced features which gives it a upper hand to
Honda Unicorn. Write Your Review. Long commuter. It is a very good and smooth bike. Great for
long trips. Not Satisfied with Disc.. By ashish ranjan prasad. CB Dazzler Reviews. CB Dazzler
Images. CB Dazzler Videos. Are you Confused? Bikes Under 70, Bikes Under cc. Best Self Start
Bikes. Trending Honda Bikes Popular Upcoming. Honda Hness CB Rs 1. Honda Bikes. Honda
Rebel Rs 4. Honda CBR Rs 2. Honda Upcoming Bikes. Tyre Type. CB Dazzler Sports 60 Kmpl,
Last known Avg. Ex-showroom price. Fuel Type Petrol. Max Power 13 bhp 8, rpm. Max Torque
12 Nm 6, rpm. Cooling System Transmission 5 Speed Manual. Transmission Type Chain Drive.
Emission Standard Displacement cc. Cylinders 1. Bore Stroke Valves Per Cylinder Compression
Ratio Ignition Digital CDI. Spark Plugs Clutch Fuel Delivery System Carburetor. Fuel Tank
Capacity 12 litres. Reserve Fuel Capacity Riding Range Maximum distance a petrol bike can
travel on a full fuel tank and an electric bike can travel on a full charge Mileage - ARAI Mileage Owner Reported BikeWale collects mileage information from bike owners to provide you with
the actual mileage that you might get. Top Speed Front Brake Type Disc. Front Brake Size mm.
Rear Brake Type Disc. Tyre Type Tubeless. Rear Brake Size mm. Calliper Type Front Wheel Size
Rear Wheel Size Radial Tyres Wheel Type Front Suspension Telescopic Fork. Rear Suspension
Mono-Suspension. Kerb Weight kg. Overall Length 2, mm. Overall Width mm. Wheelbase 1, mm.
Ground Clearance mm. Seat Height Overall Height 1, mm. Chassis Type Advanced Design
Diamond. Odometer DRLs Daytime running lights Mobile App Connectivity Low Battery
Indicator Pillion Backrest Pillion Grabrail USB charging port Front storage box Under seat
storage Speedometer Fuel Guage Tachometer Stand Alarm Stepped Seat Tripmeter Type Low
Fuel Indicator Yes. Low Oil Indicator Yes. Pillion Seat Pillion Footrest Yes. Digital Fuel Guage
Start Type Electric Start. Shift Light Killswitch Clock Yes. Electric System Battery 12V,4Ah.
Headlight Type Turn Signal Yes. Pass Light Yes. Additional features Honda cb unicorn dazzler.
People say one second isn't enough for anything but the moment u sit on a dazzler alot can
happen in one second. Inappropriate review? Report Abuse. This is my first bike. I bought in
The engine is very smooth still nowadays Riding comfortable city and highway. Low weight so
handling is easy. Sufficient performance and good mileage 55kml. Spare parts costly compare
to unicorn. Dual disc but braking is. I purchased my honda unicorn exactly 10 years ago and i
am still using it. Honda unicorn has become family for me. Later in this review, i will give you
my last one year's service details just to giv. Petrol pumps in Mumbai are likely to shut fuel

supply to the citizens of the city. According to a report, the government officials have
approached some petrol pump owners in the city and asked them to serve mainly essential and
emergency service vehicles. June has been a good month for most of the Indian two-wheeler
manufacturers. The growth rate has been on the positive side, due to the timely arrival of
monsoon. So in this story, we list the most popular bikes on BikeWale for June. No suggestions
found Search by bike name e. Select city Current Location. Popular Cities. Honda CB Unicorn
Dazzler 4. Key specs cc 13 bhp kg. Version Standard. Bajaj Pulsar F Check on-road price.
Kawasaki Z cc , Hero Super Splendor Bajaj Pulsar F cc , Ducati Multistrada cc , bhp , kg Avg.
Kawasaki Versys 1, cc , Hero Destini Wheelbase 1, mm Ground Clearance mm Seat Height CB
Unicorn Dazzler price in India. Click on "Allow" to get latest updates. Was this review helpful?
Yes 3 No 0 Inappropriate review? Used it for Daily Commute. Got mileage of 45 kmpl. Yes 1 No 0
Inappropria
2002 pontiac grand am fuse box diagram
2005 infinity g35
vw passat repair manual
te review? Got mileage of 55 kmpl. Yes 3 No 2 Inappropriate review? Yes 0 No 0 Inappropriate
review? Got mileage of. Why do you want to report it abuse? Comment Report. Read all user
reviews. Pratheek Kunder. Selvin Jose. Read all news. Honda showrooms. Honda showrooms in
Hyderabad 53 showrooms. Honda showrooms in Chennai 51 showrooms. Honda showrooms in
Bangalore 51 showrooms. Honda showrooms in Delhi 49 showrooms. Honda showrooms in
Pune 34 showrooms. Honda showrooms in Mumbai 26 showrooms. Honda showrooms in
Lucknow 18 showrooms. Honda showrooms in Kolkata 16 showrooms. Honda showrooms in
India showrooms. Upcoming Honda bikes. View all. Notify me on launch. View all used bikes.
Here's a list of best Bikes. Royal Enfield Classic Avg. Royal Enfield Meteor Avg. Jawa 42 Avg.
Hero Electric Optima Avg. Yamaha MT 15 Avg. Honda Activa 6G Avg. Royal Enfield Bullet Avg.
To get updates about Please enter your mobile number. Thank You! We will notify you when
gets launched. Download Mobile App.

